
King’s Cross Development Forum 

Meeting 7:00 p.m. 27 June 2012 

Committee Room 2, Camden Town Hall, Judd Street, London WC1H 9JE 

1                      Attendance 

1.1                   Present 

Zannthie Bennett, Greg Cowan, Angela Inglis, Fiona Maclennan, John Mason, Bob McIntyre, Robert 

Milne, Martin Morton, Ben Myring, David Powell, Jeremy Rees, Geoffrey Roper, Norman Sheppard, 

Lisa Tang and Malcom Tucker 

1.2                   Apologies 

Andrew Bosi, John Chamberlain, Amanda Gockman, Dorothea Hackman, Sarah Hayward, Anne 

Howeson, Jim Humphris, Hugh Lake, Peter Tompkins and Daniel Zylbersztajn 

2                      Previous meeting 

2.1                   Notes 

The notes for the meeting of 22 March 2012 had been circulated and posted on the website and were 

formally approved. 

2.2                   Matters arising 

Nothing was discussed. 

3                      Planning Response Team 

3.1                   E1 

Robert Evans, of Argent, described Building E1 (Studio Downie Architects). This comprises: 

 The Southern Stanley Building.  

 The ‘Stanley Wrap’, north east of the Southern Stanley Building, to be taken by the Office 

Group as serviced office space.  



 

The Southern Stanley Building is upgraded to allow for modern office use and a fully accessible 

working environment. The refurbishment of the inside involves widening doorways, opening smaller 

rooms and lowering window cills that give access to the circulation core, as well as putting fireplaces 

back, using windows salvaged from the Northern Stanley Building. Its roof (which in the original 

building the roof was intended as a playground and clothes drying area) has a slab and asphalt surface 

and is fitted with bench seating and container planting for the building occupants. More recent 

excrescences (such as water tanks on the roof and cable conduits on the walls) are removed. There is a 

new insulating south west gable wall facing Pancras Road that can accommodate climbing plants. 



 

The Stanley Wrap has six storeys and is connected to the Southern Stanley Building by a glazed 

lightwell that provides the entrance to the building and a circulation core for the Southern Stanley 

Building. Because it has higher ceilings, the Stanley Wrap rises more than two storeys above the five 

storeys of the Southern Stanley Building (but thereby serves to conceal the looming bulk of Building 

B1). At ground floor level, the Stanley Wrap has a large open reception area and a commercial unit. 

Elsewhere it has open plan spaces that contrast with the smaller spaces of the Southern Stanley 

Building. 



 

Car and cycle parking are located in the basement of Zone B. 

Building E1 is predicted to achieve at least a ‘Very Good’ BREEAM rating, through the use of 

passive design measures on the Stanley Wrap, highly efficient building services, upgraded insulation 

to the roof and wall of the Southern Stanley Building and a low carbon energy supply. The Stanley 

Wrap can reach the sustainability targets much more easily than the Southern Stanley Building (even 

after the refurbishment of the latter). 

3.2                  P1 

Robert Evans, of Argent, described Building P1 (David Morley Architects).This provides: 

 178 open market apartments (with zero, one, two or three separate bedrooms). 

 77 affordable apartments (with zero, one or two separate bedrooms) provided by the Dolphin 

Square Foundation. 

 The Frank Barnes School for deaf and hard of hearing primary age children, a two-form entry 

primary school, and a 26-place mainstream nursery sharing one space on two floors. 

 Community meeting spaces and shops at ground floor level. 



 276 cycle parking slots above the school (comprising 192 for the open market apartments and 

84 for the affordable apartments).  

 36 car parking spaces beneath the school for the open market apartments. 

 

The apartments are in towers rising to 13 storeys. Most of them have balconies. Playground noise 

might need to be baffled by vegetation along the towers. There are a roof garden (above the school 

and a winter garden (on one tower) for the open market apartments. The roof garden above the school 

contains lights to let daylight into the school ‘street’ and open areas. There is no obvious distinction 

from street level between the open market apartment towers and the affordable apartment towers. 



 

There is no tower on top of the school playground at the south west corner, so the apartments get 

views out across Regent’s Canal and the railway lines and receive daylight and direct sunlight. There 

should be convenient traffic-free access to the multiple use games area in T1 and the recreational 

space in Gasholder No.8, when these become available. 



 

The apartments use passive solar gain and heat recovery; they are predicted to achieve a Code for 

Sustainable Homes Level 4 rating. There is a whole house venting system, so windows do not have to 

be opened. The school is aiming for a BREEAM ‘Excellent’ rating.  

4                      Design Panel 

Nothing was reported. 

5                      Construction Impact Group 

Nothing was reported. 

6                      Access Forum 

Nothing was reported. 

8                      Operations 

8.1                   The role of the Forum in the proposed new planning system 

Bob McIntyre and Zannthie Bennett gave talks on progress with the setting up the proposed King's 

Cross neighbourhood forum and on aspirations for the area. Robert Evans, of Argent, wished to know 

why there had not recently been discussions with Argent and why King's Cross Central had been 

included in the area. It was pointed out that the King's Cross Development Forum contacts with 

Argent had indicated that Argent did not wish to be involved until the neighbourhood forum was more 

clearly established.   



8.2                   The allocation of Section 106 money 

Nothing was reported. 

8.3                   Use of funds 

Nothing was reported. 

9                      Future meetings 

Nothing was discussed. 

10                   Actions 

The Co-ordinating Group to consider the future role of the King’s Cross Development Forum in the 

light of the intention to set up a neighbourhood forum covering a wider area. 


